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          Redox and Verato Announce Strategic Partnership To Accelerate Interoperability With Complete and Trusted Patient Data
Partnership will enable healthcare organizations to create and leverage more accurate data to drive faster...Read more

  
	  
          [image: ]    
          How Machine Learning is Cleaning Up Medical Records
Jane Doe has an extensive medical record, full of appointments, diagnoses, treatments, prescriptions and lab results....Read more

  
	  
          [image: ]    
          Data Privacy & Security Considerations in Protecting Patient & Provider Data
Personal data has become a valuable commodity in the age of digitalization. Every day, millions of...Read more

  
	  
          [image: ]    
          America’s Leading Physician Groups Oppose Medicaid Work Requirements
Our organizations, representing nearly 600,000 physicians and medical students, firmly oppose any legislation seeking to implement...Read more

  
	  
          [image: ]    
          HL7 FHIR Intermediate Course to Start June 1
The HL7® FHIR® Intermediate Course is a six-week online course that provides opportunities to apply newly...Read more

  
	  
          [image: ]    
          CVS closed $8B deal for health services company Signify Health
The acquisition, first announced back in September, will help advance the health giant’s push into value-based...Read more

  
	  
          [image: ]    
          athenaCommunicator Tops Ratings in 2023 KLAS Independent Ambulatory Patient Portals Report
KLAS report rates athenahealth’s patient portal No. 1 in several categories, including Overall Performance, Value, Relationship,...Read more
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          Americans Who Lose Medicaid Post-PHE May Choose Employer-Sponsored Coverage
CAQH can help Medicaid agencies quickly and efficiently identify beneficiaries with other coverage....Read more
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          Henry Ford Health Nephrologist Leads Study on Vascular Monitoring Technology
Henry Ford Health’s Lalathaksha Kumbar, M.D., evaluated and validated a remote access monitoring technology that...Read more
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          With Healthix You See the Whole Picture
Healthix is compiling data to present the whole picture of health. Expansive data sources, broadened...Read more
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          How Virtual Primary Care Can Help Manage Diabetes
10% of Americans have diabetes – a disease that often requires ongoing management. Amwell helps...Read more
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          SAVI Transforms Global Surgical Instrument Tracking With Google Cloud
Google Cloud's SAVI (Semi Automated Vision Inspection) is transforming surgical instrument identification and cataloging, leading...Read more
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          Executive Insights: Patient Matching, Identity Access Management, and Interoperability
Interoperability and the digital patient record movement are forcing change throughout the industry. While access to...Read more
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          How to Prevent Sharing Bad Healthcare Data With Patients
Allowing patients to see their records gives them a better understanding of their health and treatments....Read more
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          Harnessing Transformative Technologies to Enhance Vein-to-Vein Supply Chain
Hogan Lovells considers the potential benefits that blockchain technology may have in the advanced therapy medicinal products...Read more
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          Elsevier Introduces the World’s First and Most Expansive 3D Human Anatomy Model
Elsevier introduces the world’s first and most expansive 3D human anatomy model featuring different skin tones...Read more
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          Henry Ford is Now Using One-of-a-Kind Imaging Technology for Brain Tumor Surgery
Henry Ford West Bloomfield Hospital has begun using Gleolan, a one-of-a-kind optical imaging agent that illuminates a...Read more
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          Improving the Patient Pxperience is a Two-Way Street
AthenaHealth explains technology's role in improving the patient experience and how it is a major priority...Read more
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          Telehealth: Addressing The Mental Health Crisis in Kids
Change Healthcare is expanding access to telehealth which will be a crucial component to addressing the pediatric...Read more
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          Socioeconomic Status Measure Helps Researchers Develop Artificial Intelligence Models, Improving Equity in Healthcare
Mayo Clinic explains how the socioeconomic status measure helps researchers develop artificial intelligence models, improving equity...Read more
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          Artificial Intelligence for Public Health Surveillance 
Booz Allen Hamilton proposes a multi-method modeling approach to the community-level spread of COVID-19—the COVID-19 Safe Return...Read more
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          Prepare for ‘Tripledemic’ With New and Updated AAFP Tools
The AAFP is taking action to help family physicians prepare for a potential “tripledemic” of COVID-19,...Read more
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          How Technology May Help Make Healthcare Simpler and More Affordable
Dr. Donna O’Shea, Chief Medical Officer of Population Health at UHC offers these tips to employers...Read more
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          New Mobile Health Technology for Sleep Apnea Care to Address Individual Patient Needs
Sleeping with a Continuous Positive Airway Pressure, or CPAP, machine is the most effective treatment for...Read more
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          Anticipating the Commercialization of the COVID-19 Vaccine
Richard H. Hughes, IV, Member of the Firm, and William Walters, Law Clerk – Admission Pending, in the...Read more
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          Improving the Nursing Experience with Interoperable Data Management
As the world starts to emerge from the pandemic, there are a number of tools that...Read more
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          Virtual care? Face-to-face? How Healthcare Navigates the “Omnichannel” Moment
In a CVS Health insights study, CVS explores the pros and cons of omnichannel healthcare models...Read more
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          The Future of Telemedicine
President and CEO, Roy Schoenberg and other industry leaders discuss what lies ahead for digital care...Read more
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          Henry Ford Health’s Specialty Pharmacy Software Goes National
Henry Ford Innovations (HFI), one of the nation’s leading healthcare innovation programs, announced today that its specialty pharmacy software...Read more
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          Healthcare Goes Digital
PatientBond explores the roles of AI and machine learning in extracting psychometric insights and how psychometric segmentation...Read more
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          Laparoscopy Provides Minimally Invasive Surgical Options
More procedures can use robot-assisted technology. Robotic surgery isn’t what you might have seen from science...Read more
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          Providence to Implement Innovative Cancer Intelligence Platform
Providence Saint John's Health Center has selected Project Ronin to implement a leading-edge cancer intelligence platform in October 2022 that...Read more
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          How Cloud-Scale Analytics Optimizes Supply Chains and Enhances Organization Performance
In this webcast, EY and Microsoft leaders discuss how organizations apply data, AI and data mesh...Read more
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          Artificial Intelligence For Public Health Surveillance
In the changing public health environment shaped by COVID-19, federal health authorities continue to revisit traditional...Read more
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          Digital Health Transformation: The Vital Role of Nursing in Achieving a Safer Patient World
Nursing plays a key role in patient care – yet are nurses adequately trained to incorporate...Read more
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          Digital Health & MedTech: New Signals for Transformation
To understand the key challenges facing life sciences professionals when expanding, Accenture interviewed over 30 C-Suite leaders...Read more
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          10 Must-KnowTips From the Cybersecurity Experts
It is officially October, which means it is National Cybersecurity Awareness Month (NCSAM). Each year, EHNAC pulls...Read more
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          Intelligent Interventions: Guiding Rare Disease Patients Along the Road of Adherence
IQVIA’s vision for Intelligent Interventions will increase efficiency, improve precision, and improve outcomes for patients with...Read more
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           HIT Professionals are Using HL7 FHIR to Improve and Advance Modern Healthcare
Health Level Seven International helps us learn about an openly available and cost-effective digital infrastructure solution...Read more
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          Cardiovascular Health Technology to be Fast-Tracked Through Innovative Development Program
New solutions for improving and managing cardiovascular health are urgently needed, but effective and worthwhile solutions...Read more
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          New Mayo Clinic Proceedings Expansion Journal will Focus on Healthcare’s Digital Transformation
Mayo Clinic will launch a new Mayo Clinic Proceedings expansion journal on digital health, with the first issue to...Read more
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          Leveraging Tchnology to Improve Healthcare Access and Delivery
In addition to the influences of SDH, inequity in healthcare access and delivery are widely recognized...Read more
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          Impact on Data Privacy
Digital platforms and other companies maintaining any personal or health information that relates to pregnancy or...Read more
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          FDA to Regulate More AI & Software Tools as Devices, Guidance Indicates
At the same time, FDA made minor conforming revisions to the Medical Device Data Systems,...Read more
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          ICYMI: New Study Showcases How Telehealth Can Help Fill Health Care Gaps
athenahealth’s study highlights that telehealth access increases patients’ ability to obtain the health care services they...Read more
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          The Impact of Maternal Health Disparities on Your Workplace
These maternal health disparities have a huge impact on the health and overall well-being of your...Read more
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          Inaccurate and Incomplete Data Delays Specialty Treatment for Patients and is Top Stressor for Health Care Providers
There is a natural sense of urgency to want to begin treatment right away for both...Read more
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          Jasper Health Expands Access to Virtual Support and Psychosocial Coaching to Enhance the Oncology Care Experience
Jasper Health has announced that its digital solution for oncology care management will be offered as a...Read more
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          Healthix is Working to Turn Data into Information
Healthix is working to standardize data received from hospital participants across key areas – Lab Results,...Read more
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          Telemedicine's Time Has Arrived
As the need for remote health care expands, medical educators and residents continue to refine the...Read more
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          Visionary Planning for IT Modernization: The Key to Next-Generation IT Services
Consider how artificial intelligence, machine learning, advanced data analytics, 5G networks, the internet of things, automation,...Read more
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          Data Could be the Saving Grace Facing Rising Care Costs
Healthcare is on the cusp of a pricing crisis. As a result of nationwide inflation, The...Read more
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          Interoperability Investments Pay Off When Planned and Properly Prioritized
Interoperability means different things to different people. For healthcare payers, it means solutions that improve technology...Read more
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          Leveraging Technology to Improve Healthcare Access and Delivery
Technology can be a supportive tool. Leveraging an all-encompassing population engagement solution like a digital front...Read more
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          NextGen Healthcare Announces Intention to Become a Qualified Health Information Network
NextGen Healthcare, Inc., a leading provider of innovative, cloud-based healthcare technology solutions, today announced that it...Read more
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          The Integration of Healthcare: Moving Beyond Healthcare Technology Innovation to Integration
Though the continuous innovation and increased sophistication of these tools continue to fuel growth in Digital...Read more
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           NeurologyLive Highlights Work of Neuroimmunology Laboratory
Mayo Clinic’s Neuroimmunology Laboratory performs a unique clinical autoimmune serology service to patients by bridging a...Read more
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          The State of Radiology and the ACR with William T. Thorwarth Jr., MD, FACR
William T. Thorwarth Jr., MD, FACR, discusses Imaging 3.0, value-based imaging, and how ACR is helping...Read more
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          Improving Patient Engagement Through Automated Messaging to Patients
In this case study, PatientBond envisions a future of managing conditions effortlessly through technology and closing the...Read more
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          Tackling the World’s Most Urgent Healthcare Needs
Championing global health equity, advancing environmental health, and empowering its employees to be their best are...Read more
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          The Secret Sauce: Maximizing the Effectiveness of Multi-Stakeholder Initiatives in Healthcare IT
In the US healthcare sector, leaders are increasingly looking to MSIs to help them make significant...Read more
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          Digital Health
An Interview with Sophy Lu, Senior Vice President, and Chief Information Officer, at Northwell Health, addresses digital...Read more
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          4 Ways Johnson & Johnson Advanced Much-Needed Healthcare Innovations Amid the Pandemic
Johnson & Johnson is accelerating the best science and ideas wherever they exist in the world,...Read more
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          HealthShare Analytics Solution
Virtually everyone wants theirs to be a data-driven organization. Yet few have achieved it. Instead, most...Read more
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          A Fitness Dashboard for Performance Insights
Seeking to meaningfully leverage performance data collected by warfighter-worn fitness trackers, a special-operations organization partnered with...Read more
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          United Health Foundation Puts $100M Toward a More Diverse Healthcare Workforce
The United Health Foundation, the philanthropic arm of UnitedHealth Group, is making a $100 million commitment...Read more
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          Behavioral Factors and Empowerment Crucial in Bolstering Condition Self-Management
Welldoc studies reveal the behavioral and lifestyle factors for better self-management and things that may contribute to...Read more
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          Get Well Launches Initiative to Bolster Emotional Resilience with Guided Meditations for Veterans & Patients
Getwell launches an initiative to bolster emotional resilience with guided meditations for Veterans & patients through evidence-based &...Read more
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          Human-Centered Design Helps VA Serve Diverse Veterans 
The development and adoption of a data-rich HCD capability, supported by HCD experts & data scientists...Read more
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          The Promise of Analytics and AI in Achieving Improved Healthcare Outcomes
Health Catalyst discusses how analytics and augmented intelligence (AI) offer a scalable promise to healthcare and...Read more
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          MedAllies Expands Connectivity Services with Carequality-Enabled Network
As a Carequality Implementer, MedAllies enables partners and their clients who opt-in to become Carequality Connections...Read more
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          An Electronic Health Record–Compatible Model to Predict Personalized Treatment Effects From the Diabetes Prevention Program
Mayo Clinic works to develop an electronic health record (EHR)-based risk tool that provides point-of-care estimates...Read more
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          Why More Nurses Should Get Involved in Technology
Rebecca Gates has just become a clinical consultant for shared care record provider Orion Health; and...Read more
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          Live from AHA Annual Meeting: Leading Edge CEO Discusses Planning for Health Care Cyberattacks
In this podcast, John Riggi, AHA's National Advisor for Cybersecurity and Risk, is speaking with former...Read more
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          Machine Learning Predicts Conduct Disorder in Kids
Conduct disorder (CD) is a common yet complex psychiatric disorder featuring aggressive and destructive behavior. Factors...Read more
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          DIG THIS: Hype or Bubble? 
The companies that come out of a hype-cycle trough and make it through a deflating financial...Read more
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          Deploying Digital Technology for Health Equity
Hospitals and health systems looking to provide care to their communities aren’t just seeking a one-episode...Read more
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          Physician Burnout Amid The Great Resignation: How The Right Tech Can Help Foster Better Work-Life Balance For Healthcare Heroes
Two years of living in a global pandemic, and approaching year three, has put a persistent...Read more
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          Growing Medicare Advantage Membership Using Psychographic Segmentation
MedAD Sherpa* is a broker/advisor helping Medicare eligible consumers in Ohio and Kentucky choose a Medicare...Read more
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          Virtual Tech Hub for Remote Patient Monitoring
The ACP Tech Hub introduces internists to new digital health technologies that seek to transform clinical...Read more
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          Healthix is Working to Turn Data into Information
Healthix accumulates data from across the region from a diverse range of facility types. Many of...Read more
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          Northwell Ranks Third on Fast Company Most Innovative Health Companies for 2022
Northwell Health has been named to Fast Company’s prestigious list of the World’s Most Innovative Companies for 2022, ranking No....Read more
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          Bradley Merrill Thompson Quoted in “Use This App and Call Me in the Morning: The Promise of Prescription Digital Therapeutics”
Bradley Merrill Thompson, Member of the Firm in the Health Care & Life Sciences practice, in the...Read more
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          EHNAC Updates Interoperability Criteria, Health IT Standards
EHNAC, a health IT data standards accreditation organization, has released updated criteria for its programs to...Read more
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          Accenture and Microsoft to Assist Mount Sinai Health System on Five-Year Transformation Journey to Cloud
Accenture will collaborate with New York City’s largest academic medical system to help devise and securely...Read more
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          Identity Resolution as a Top Strategic Imperative to Improve Siloed, Inaccurate Patient Data
A new report published by Verato and Sage Growth Partners sheds light...Read more
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          Value Specialty Pharmacy Selects the Inovalon ONE Platform’s Leading SaaS Capabilities
Inovalon, a leading provider of cloud-based platforms empowering data-driven healthcare, announced a multi-year agreement with Value...Read more
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          The What’s, When’s and How’s of Home Blood Pressure Monitoring
In this episode, Drs. George Stergiou and Florian Rader discuss the use of home blood pressure...Read more
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          Regulatory Roundup—February 2022
Welcome back to another edition of Zipnosis Regulatory Roundup! For this month, let’s look at where...Read more
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          A Leap Forward for AI Development
Creating an artificial intelligence (AI) model for a healthcare application which works well at multiple institutions...Read more
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          CVS Health Simplifies Access to At-Home COVID-19 Test Kits
Consumers can visit CVS.com or the CVS App to utilize a new digital service that simplifies...Read more
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          The Future of Chronic Care is Digital Health
As we implement digital health into chronic care, we all desire the same outcomes: Improving management...Read more
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          Phase Two Trial of AI Assistant for Documentation a Success
Turns out, physicians spend nearly 16 hours, on average, completing these tasks each and every week. For...Read more
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          Navigate a Disrupted Landscape with Evidence-based Digital Health Strategies
There’s no question about it. The healthcare landscape has been disrupted. If you’re going to create...Read more
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          Extending Telehealth Measures Important Step for Care Delivery Say Internists
he American College of Physicians (ACP) says that extending regulatory flexibilities for telehealth that have been...Read more
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          Harnessing Brainpower to Refine, Enhance Artificial Intelligence
The University of Chicago wants to discover the principles of computation by finding why brains are particularly...Read more
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          Synthetic Data for Speed, Security and Scale
In today’s world, data truly makes the world go ‘round. It’s fundamental to virtually everything we...Read more
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          Study Shows Real-World Diabetes Results with Welldoc's Digital Coaching
With approximately half of the people living with diabetes not achieving glycemic targets, the need for...Read more
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          New in Jasper: Connect Your Fitbit Account to Sync Your Health Data
Jasper is excited to introduce their first wearable integration! Members can now connect to Fitbit to...Read more
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          Addressing Health Equity Through Complete Trusted Data
During the early months of the pandemic, we saw the impact of a limited data view...Read more
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          Allscripts Hosts Developer Challenge: Advancing Health Equity Using Social Determinants of Health
Allscripts hosted its "Advancing Health Equity Using Social Determinants of Health Developer Challenge", in an effort to...Read more
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          The Economics of Social Need
On a practical level, people experiencing food insecurity often are forced to choose between food and...Read more
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          Health Systems, Health Care and Big Tech–It’s (Really) Complicated
Aaron Martin, Executive Vice President and Chief Digital and Innovation Officer for Providence explains what’s really happening...Read more
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          ACP Says Employers and Others Can Require Proof of Vaccinations
The American College of Physicians (ACP) issued new policies supporting the promotion of vaccines in the...Read more
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          Social Determinants & Their Impact On Value, Better Outcomes
There is little doubt that social factors are powerful determinants of health and significantly impact health...Read more
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          Simplify Risk Contracting and Improve Quality Performance 
Learn how Curation Health helps providers and health plans more accurately and efficiently address care gaps,...Read more
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          Northwell Health and Walgreens Announce Strategic Agreement
Northwell Health and Walgreens announced today they have signed a five-year strategic affiliation aimed at improving the health of...Read more
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          The Case For Consent: A Primer on Patient Privacy and Informed Consent
Authors and editors must critically assess whether consent for publication (distinct from consent for treatment) was truly given...Read more
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          NowPow Partners With Humana to Address Social Needs
Humana’s care management teams will use NowPow’s platform to screen members for health-related social needs at...Read more
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          Zip Code V. Genetic Code: How Health Plans Can Use Technology To Address Social Determinants of Health
By digitizing manual processes, like processing prior authorizations or delivering price transparency at the point of...Read more
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          Leveraging Predictive Analytics with Social Determinants of Health (SDoH) 
Population health data can now provide an unmatched depth and breadth of perspective on member risk...Read more
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          Mayo Clinic: National Center for Integrated Behavioral Health
The National Center for Integrated Behavioral Health at Mayo Clinic collaborates with five other Academic Units...Read more
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          Arizona’s Social Determinants of Health (SDOH) Closed Loop Referral System (CLRS)
Health Current, Arizona’s health information exchange (HIE), has selected NowPow as the vendor of choice for...Read more
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          Marshfield Clinic Health System, Addresses Health Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
Marshfield Clinic Health System is fully committed to addressing health equity, diversity and inclusion for their employees and...Read more
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          Engaging Medically Deserved Patients
On the path to transforming healthcare in America, some of the biggest challenges ahead lie in...Read more
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          Humana Addresses Racial Inequities In Population Health
Humana addresses racial disparities exacerbated by COVID-19 to the recent spotlight on systemic racism in the...Read more
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          Amwell Enhances Virtual Care Platform With Two Acquistions: Silvercloud Heath and Conversa Health
Amwell, a national telehealth leader, announced that it has signed definitive agreements to acquire SilverCloud Health, a leading...Read more
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          Looking North to GUIDE Better Care for Heart Failure Is Not Black or White
ACC reveals how investigators note the underlying reasons for racial differences in HFH observed in the...Read more
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          CVS Study: How the Pandemic is Boosting Healthcare Consumerism
The COVID-19 pandemic pushed people to embrace new avenues of care, and take greater control of...Read more
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          How UnitedHealthcare is Harnessing Predictive Analytics to Target Social Needs
Unitedhealthcare has rolled out a tool that uses de-identified claims data to proactively identify members who may...Read more
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          Healthix Awards Contract for Clinical Terminology Mapping
J2 Managed Terminology will increase the value of the clinical data Healthix provides to its participants...Read more
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          Analytics For Everyone – You Don’t Need To Be Technical To Get Answers And Insights With Enlight
Watch this 5-minute glimpse to see how non-technical users get answers and powerful analytic insights in...Read more
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          This Peer Reviewed Study With Vets Suffering From PTSD Was LifeWIRE's First Regarding The Use Of Mobile Messaging As An Engagement Strategy
Many veterans returning from service in Afghanistan or Iraq suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder or mild...Read more
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          Is Virtual Primary Care the New House Call? Three Real-World Examples
For three out of five consumers who experienced a virtual visit last year, COVID-19 prompted their...Read more
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          Curation Health Expands Value-Based Care Services To Support a Growing Portfolio of Healthcare Providers and Health Plans
ANNAPOLIS, Md., June 29, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Curation Health, a leader in advanced clinical decision support...Read more
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          eHI Congratulates Conversa!
eHI Congratulates Conversa for being recognized as a leader in automated care coordination, care navigation and...Read more
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          Stakeholders Convene to Facilitate Electronic Advanced Care Planning
While advanced care planning may be an uncomfortable topic for many people, the global pandemic has...Read more
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          Passing the Test: A Model-Based Analysis of Safe School-Reopening Strategies During The Pandemic
School transmission varies according to student age and local incidence and is substantially reduced with mitigation...Read more
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          Coping in Disasters: Connect To Support During Challenging Times
It’s natural for people of all ages to feel overwhelmed during the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic....Read more
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          Where Does Health Happen?
The pandemic has demonstrated that health systems need to think about where and how care is...Read more
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          Ask a Doctor: COVID-19 Vaccines and The Black Community
A September 2020 study on COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy among Black and Latino communities found that only 14% of Black...Read more
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          Marshfield Clinic Healh Systems Provides Trusted Resources to Support Your Mental Health and Help Your Loved Ones Cope During COVID-19.
It’s natural for people of all ages to feel overwhelmed during the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic....Read more
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          Healthcare's Collective Innovation During COVID-19 Saved Patients Money on Medications
As an industry, Surescripts is making this possible with more prescribers than ever using technology like Real-Time...Read more
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          The Safety and Efficacy of COVID-19 Vaccines For Children
A coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) vaccine is now available to children ages 12 through 15 in the U.S....Read more
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          Join Zipnosis on May 6 for a Webinar Discussing How to Leverage Digital Marketing to Boost Virtual Care Utilization
A patient who arrives on your website already has one foot in the door. What impression...Read more
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          Western New York Physician Magazine Discusses the Ins and Outs of Remote Cardiac Rehab 
Home-Based cardiac rehabilitation improves access outcomes while improving cost.Read more
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          Welldoc Offers New App to Help Patients Living With Type 2 Diabetes
Welldoc, a trailblazer in digital health that is revolutionizing chronic condition management, and Dexcom, the leader...Read more
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          3 Ways SDOH Can Transform Life Sciences 
Through the use of advanced analytics, LexisNexis® Risk Solutions has identified factors that are clinically validated...Read more
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          Inovalon is Seeking Providers to Participate in 30-minute Interviews to Provide Feedback on Barriers and Needs Impacting Interoperability
Sign up to join your peers in Inovalon’s Interoperability Innovation Lab and help inform the new...Read more
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          Gundersen Reaches Vaccination Milestones
More than 25,000 Gundersen Health System patients have been fully vaccinated (one or two doses) against...Read more
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          Vaccinated? How Your Life May Change After Getting the COVID-19 Vaccine.
As the COVID-19 vaccine rollout gains steam across the country, an increasing number of people are...Read more
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          Connecting to Local COVID-19 Vaccine Resources Through a Zip-code Based Tool 
UnitedHealthcare has launched a COVID-19 Vaccine Resource Locator to help consumers find the latest public resources from state...Read more
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          Healthix COVID-19 Alerts Enable Health Plan’s High-Touch Care
Launched at the start of the pandemic, the alerts are triggered when members have been tested...Read more
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          Medicines Viewer v3.10 Has New Improvements For Presenting Immunization Information
OrionHealth’s “Medicine Viewer Platform”, provides FHIR immunization domain support to allow customers to consolidate and view...Read more
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          International, Federal, State and Local Agencies Choose Salesforce to Help Manage their COVID-19 Vaccine Effort
Salesforce, the global leader in CRM, today announced that more than 15 international, federal, state and local...Read more
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          Northwell Health Introduces Their Coronavirus Digital Resource Center
Northwell Health shares our enthusiasm and anticipation that comes with the vaccine—knowing we are closer than...Read more
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          Tapestry health provides COVID-19 Community Resources
Tapestry is working to balance the challenges surrounding the pandemic with the needs of the communities that...Read more
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          Updox Survey: Healthcare Providers Viewed as #1 Most Trusted Source for COVID-19 Vaccine Information
Updox, a complete healthcare communication platform for in-person and virtual care, today announced the results of...Read more
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          COVID-19 Testing: Selecting The Right Test For The Right Situation
Join Dr. Brian Koeneman, scientific medical director, molecular diagnostics and Dr. Brian Mochon, system scientific medical...Read more
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          Change Healthcare and Vaccination Credential Initiative featured on CNBC Squawk Box
Big tech and health firms have joined together to create a new standard for Covid vaccine...Read more
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          CVS Health Launches Senior Medical Alert System, Symphony 
Today, CVS Health announced Symphony, a medical alert system designed to keep seniors safe and connected...Read more
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          UnitedHealth Launches Employer Virtual Primary Care Service
UnitedHealthcare is launching a virtual primary care plan for employers which will allow patients to access...Read more
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          Unprecedented Times Call for Unprecedented Action: How Humana is Stepping up for Members During COVID-19
At the outset of this pandemic, Humana knew unprecedented times called for unprecedented action. As the...Read more
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          Health IT Execs Offer Thoughts on the Big Issues of 2021
Where are vaccine supply chains, value-based care, AI, telehealth and other trends headed next year? C-suite...Read more
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          AAFP Releases COVID-19 Vaccine FAQ
What is an mRNA vaccine and how does it work?Read more
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          CVS Health Provides Update on COVID-19 Vaccinations in Long-Term Care Facilities
CVS Health provides update on COVID-19 vaccinations in long-term care facilities.Read more
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          COVID-19 Vaccination Begins at UChicago Medicine
The University of Chicago Medicine began inoculating front-line staff against the virus that causes COVID-19 today...Read more
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          Best Buy Health VP Talks What's Next for Senior Tech in 2021
eHI Member, Sarah Jones, Best Buy Health talks about how the retail giant is looking to...Read more
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          Providence’s "DetectionMap" Provides a Nearly Real-Time View of Local COVID-19 Prevalence Among its Patients, Down to the Neighborhood Level
With its new DetectionMap, Providence is making information about local COVID-19 infections available to...Read more
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          Estimating The Economic Impact of a Digital Therapeutic in Type 2 Diabetes.
This paper introduces a novel method to estimate the economic impact of a reduction in A1C...Read more
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Washington DC, 20005
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